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... editor's note
This issue marks the first time Arch Notes has been

produced and printed 100% digitally, using Quark Express provided by the
OAS. If all goes well, you should see

an improvement in reproduction quality — of course, the
articles and commentaries remain tqp quality!

I hope you enjoy the Egyptian diaries that have been
collected for this issue courtesy Lesley Hunt,

Charles Garrad, and Tony Stapells.





OAS news

After the Nominating Committee and I went
through and scrutinized the ballots, we were able to
estimate that 18% of the membership voted. You
will find the Nominating Committees' final report
later in this newsletter.

We start this new year with two new Board
Members, joining the returning board. I would like
to welcome Dena Doroszenko and Christine
Coroppo, check inside the front cover detailing our
2002's Directors names, contact numbers, and cho-
sen portfolio. Please feel free to call any of them if
they can be of assistance to you.

It's always hard to say goodbye to members who
retire from the Board of Directors. This year we say
good-bye to Frank Dieterman and Bob Mayer.
Frank isn't going particularly far, he's still committed
to working hard as Editor of Arch Notes, but no
matter he will be missed at the Board Room table.
After three years of steering the Society through
many diverse, engaging and compelling matters,
Bob decided to step down as President. I would like
to thank both of them for all the energy and enthu-
siasm they brought to their positions and I will look
forward to any opportunity to work with them
again.

Jo Holden, Executive Director

L i b r a r y
Norma Knowlton

N o t e s

Slow progress is being made in organizing and computerizing the OAS library. The first item of busi-
ness was to find out what we had, the second to decide what we need, and the third to find a system
to organize it. The three streams have been proceeding somewhat in tandem.

Given the small amount of room we have, the idea of limiting the holdings to the areas of our archae-
ological mandate seems appropriate. This would include Ontario and related areas, which I would
take to be "the Northeast," i.e., northeastern North America. This covers Ontario, Quebec, the
Maritimes, Newfoundland and Labrador, and perhaps the eastern Arctic, New England, New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Chesapeake Bay. Moreover, the states of Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan and
Manitoba are also peripheral to western Ontario. This would exclude the other Prairie Provinces,
British Columbia and the Western Arctic, for which we have considerable holdings, as well as other
countries. Works addressing technical methods and analysis would be retained. Up-to-date books on
archaeology in general are also of use; however, at present the ones we have are very outdated.

We are working on a system of organizing the library in order to be able to find material once it is
computerized. Books are separated from journals and newsletters. There will be a section for mainly
archaeological reports, another for materials to address methodology and facilitate analysis, and
another for archaeology in general. There is a small section of directories and other reference materi-
al. The recent activities in public education call for the retention of the few items that we have direct-
ed at children.

In order to access items which members can identify through the computer, a coding system is nec-
essary. We were unable to identify a current system that would meet our needs. Andy Schoenhofer
has worked out a set of codes that should work well.

Any feedback to this plan would be appreciated. This applies particularly to the types of materials
we plan to keep and to the groupings. At a later date, there will be information on those items that
we will be discarding. Members should have the first opportunity to acquire these before they are
offered to a bookseller.
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OAS news

35th Annual Meeting of the
Canadian Archaeological Association Ottawa 2002

A CALL FOR PAPERS
The 35th annual meeting of the Canadian Archaeological Association

willwill take place in the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Ottawa, Ontario.
May 16-18,2002

The proposed theme for the conference is:

ISSUES IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORKS

You are invited to submit titles for symposia and papers.
While we encourage you to consider the conference theme in your submission,

alternate proposals are more than welcome.

Paper titles and symposia proposals are due no later than January 18,2002.
Abstracts should reach us by February 22, 2002.

Just a reminder, only paid up member of the CAA are permitted
to present papers at the conference.

Send symposia and paper titles to:
Dr. Jean-Luc Pilon, Programme Chair

Canadian Museum of Civilization
P.O. Box 3100, Station B

Hull,QC J8X4H2
jean-luc.pilon@civilization.ca

819776-8192 (tel)
819 776-8300 (fax)
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in-law to newlyweds. As we neared Cairo, traffic

slowed to a crawl (worsening traffic jams is another
noticeable change from previous visits) and we were

able to observe coffee shop patrons enjoying their

apple-scented tobacco in the hubbly-bubbly water
pipes. A side trip to a papyrus store, where papyrus

making was demonstrated for us, ended our day.

November 5 — Today turns out to be a lesson in

schedule flexibility. The Serapeum is closed and we

cannot see it. On arriving at the gate of the Saqqara

donned running shoes! Our next stop was the funer-

ary complex ofZhoser with its hypostyle hall and

steppedlmastaba pyramid.

We shared the site with a group of local visitors from

an Egyptian senior citizens home and together walked

south in the complex to pass a small dwelling believed

to have housed the holy family on their flight into

Egypt. Nearby, the funerary temple of Unas was

closed, another disappointment as this temple is deco-

rated with the Pyramid Texts. Walking down the

compound we discover the temple ofAbusir is unex-

pectedly closed for renovations but there is still a lot to

see. We purchase our photography permits and visit

the Mastaba of Queen Ti, with its exquisite hiero-

glyphs, the offerring rooms ofTiti and the under-

ground funerary chamber. Opposite lies the temple of

Kagmeny with it's excellent wall reliefs depicting daily

life e.g. gazelles tied for slaughter, fishing boats. At

Saqqara, as at Giza, we are almost alone with the

monuments. While this lack of tourists offered a

unique opportunity to dally with history it also meant

we were the sole targets of the omnipresent vendors. It

was at this point that I noticed most of my peers had

causeway we passed the curved excavation shape of a

funerary boat and boarded the bus for Dashur.

Although some believe Dashur to be a extension of the

southern Saqqara complex, the pyramids here are

much earlier. Dashur is famous for its 'bent' pyramid.

Started at an angle that soon became unworkable, the

correction is obvious. Tucked behind it is the 'preg-

nant' pyramid, which collapsed due to poor quality

stone, although there are some claims it was experi-

mental only. The site has only been open to the pub-

lic for the past year and was totally deserted bar the

camel police. By this time we were getting used to
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reliefs of the period. The Kings List gallery was a

'must see' with its carefully controlled version of histo-

ry, it would take too long to figure out which

pharaohs had been dropped from the 'honour roll'!

The site is still being worked, ten years ago a dozen

funerary boats were found, deemed to be some of the
earliest discovered to-date and more have been discov-

ered since. Abydos was dedicated to the worship of
Osiris and we could have spent a lot longer here but

had to push on if we were to make the police escort

change that would take us to Dendera. Approaching
the main temple at Dendara was a convoluted affair

— instead of a long columned approach that focusses
one on the temple there are a series of small buildings

that distract the eye, the result of later additions. To
the west, a small temple which was later converted to

a Coptic church still bears Christian emblems and

Nectanebo's birth house or Mummeseum still bears
good reliefs. Within the main temple, which is dedi-
cated to Hathor, the temple walls are covered with

text describing various religious rites. The ceilings in
the hypostyle hall, supported by eighteen columns with
Hathor's head as the capital, are blackened by what
appears to be a sooty deposit, reportedly from the fires

of the Coptics fleeing religious persecution. We
climbed a dark staircase covered in hieroglyphs until

we reached the roof from which vantage point we
could assess the site and enjoy the view. Back down

at ground level we walked around the temple, past the
Roman sanitarium and towards the dried up sacred
lake to view one of the few extant reliefs of Cleopatra

VII on the south wall of the temple. The sun was set-

ting as we climbed aboard the bus back to Luxor.

November 10 — We got up at 4:15 a.m. today in
order to get some of the few tickets (150 daily) that
are issued to view the tomb of Nefertari. We raced
one another across the Nile in two small ferries and
boarded our bus on the west bank. Arriving at the
Valley of the Kings, we were transported up the val-
ley in motorized toy-like trains that belched noxious
fumes and were the subject of much amusement.
Budgetting our time strictly, we visited KV2,
Ramses IV; KV 62, Tutankhamun; KV8,
Merenptah II; and KV16, Seti II. Of these, only

Tutankhamun's mummy (in poor condition) was in

the sarcophagus, although Seti's tomb did contain
the mummy of his prime minister. The sarcophagi
lids were engraved with the goddess Nut and in the
case of Merenptah, constructed of red granite.
Already covered in a fine white dust, we set off for
the Valley of the Queens. The burial chamber of
Nefertari is befitting her status as the most beloved
wife of Ramses II. Admittance is limited to ten peo-
ple at a time for ten minutes only. The decorations
fill you with amazement, the colours surely as bril-
liant as the day they were put on the walls. No time
to dally, we were off for our daytime visit to Karnak.
Walking down the avenue of cryosphinxes we passed
through the first pylon. Faint traces of colour can
still be seen on some of the columns in the hypostyle
hall but graffiti and defacement are predominant.
You have to concentrate on this site - cartouches
have been erased and re-cut, one of the halls of
Tuthmosis I and III had been converted to a church
- it's hard to get the feel of the original plan. The
sun was sinking so we carried on to Luxor.
Originally joined to Karnak by a long avenue of
sphinxes, we entered the courtyard to see the trinity
of Amun, Mut and Khonsu. One of the courtyard
walls supported a mosque that was in daily use,
deeper into the complex a side temple had been con-
verted to a church, carefully plastered and painted
with Christian saints. Fading daylight made it hard-
er to appreciate the original design of the complex,
but it was well worth the visit. A flying visit to the
Luxor Museum convinced me that I needed more
time there also. It houses a small collection but the
exhibits are all gems, e.g., the bull head from KV 62
and a small granite bust of Tuthmosis III. The inter-
nal layout of the museum is reminiscent of the tem-

ple ramps and leads you gently to different levels,
making interesting use of the space available.

November 11 — I've been looking forward to this,

today we visit Deir el Bahari. We tried to ignore the

police and their rifles perched atop the encircling

sandstone cliffs as we walked towards the mortuary
temples ofMentuhotep II, Hatshepsut and Tuthmosis

III. We focussed on the temple completed by

Hatshepsut, starting with the southern chapel dedicat-

ed to Hathor in which Hathor is shown suckling the
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the Louvre. Exterior wall reliefs depict detailed boat
riggings and knots and are a useful comparison/con-
trast to the boats shown in the recently seen expedi-
tion to Punt. The vendors at this site seemed quite
desperate and pulled us back as we walked by with
claims of bargains for 'Nubian pounds'. It was only
after they had got my attention that I discovered the
£2 Nubian being asked translated into £130
Egyptian in the vendor's mind. As I later found out,
there was no such thing as a Nubian pound, but it
was a good tactic! Back on the Semiramis we set sail

sale had a distinctly Nubian flavour, brightly
coloured bead necklaces and glazed cotton shawls in
rainbow colours had replaced the Egyptian stone
carvings of Bastet and Anubis. Physiognomy was

distinctly African and the people proudly intro-
duced themselves as 'Nubian, not Egyptian.'

November 13 — We sailed to Aswan overnight.
Today we saw the partially quarried red granite

obelisk of Hatshepsut. Seeing it in situ raised the

usual discussions of dynastic workmanship, methods

for Kom Ombo. There was unease amongst some as
Ali teased us that Kom Ombo translates as 'piles of

crocodiles' but the only ones we saw had been mum-
mified for centuries. As with the temple at Edfu,
Kom Ombo was built during the Roman period
atop an earlier temple. The fafade bears cartouches
of Roman emperors, a somewhat incongruous sight.

There is a lot to see here, including a large nilome-
ter and the famous list of surgical tools in the sanc-
tuary of Haroeris, but again, we are losing the light
fast. The vendors here were strictly controlled and
could not cross a white line painted on the ground
but walking past the stalls we could see the goods on

and tools as the face was very smooth even in its
unfinished condition. Engineering methods a millen-

nia later gave us the Aswan Dam, our next stop. The

High Dam now supplies electricity for the entire
country, but as archaeologists we are acutely aware of

the losses, both past and future, that resulted from the

rising water table. Only six pyramids were saved

from the dam, plus Abu Simbel and the Temple of
Phillae. The visit brings back personal memories of

the anti-British sentiment directed to those of us liv-

ing in Africa during the 1950s and 1960s and I try
to be objective as our Egyptian guide talks of the

nationalization of the Suez Canal and other projects.
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forms, somewhat startling to see as we drive along
with our usual police escort. Three hours later we
were at Abu Simbel and walked down the hill to the
waterfront and suddenly, there it was. They don't
call it the Great Temple of Ramses II for nothing,
the statues are truly monumental! Reconstructed
on high ground between I960 and 1968 to avoid
the flood from the Aswan dam, the move was a mir-
acle of modern engineering and the temples have
not sufferred visibly. The interior walls of the
Ramses temple depict the familiar Battle of Kadesh
and scenes from The Book of the Dead. One of my
favourite reliefs is just inside the entrance where
there is evidence of workman error, the back leg of
the pharaoh has both an original and a final cut for
the outline. That small slip in the midst of all the
perfection makes the ancient Egyptians so human
and brings them somehow closer. The inner sanc-
tum houses four statues, the deified Ramses and
three of the gods. This is the chamber that is flood-
ed with sunlight at each solstice, lighting up all stat-
ues except that of Ptah, the god of darkness. A small
reconstruction error in the angle of the entrance has
delayed this phenomenon by one day, e.g., the sun
now strikes the statues on October 22nd. The nov-
elty of this site, however, lies in the adjoining
Temple of Hathor dedicated to Nefertari. Never
before had a pharaoh's wife been accorded the hon-
our of a statue next to that of the pharaoh and of
equal height. The queen's temple is small but of
pleasing proportions, beneath the head of Hathor
each column is decorated with the history of the
pharaoh and Nefertari. The Sound and Light show
that evening was a new version using laser beams
and was of excellent quality, showing a captive audi-
ence the dismantling and reconstruction of the site
and re-enacting the Battle of Kadesh and the lives of
the pharaoh and his most beloved queen.

November 15 — Leaving our hotel, where we had
been the only guests, we travelled in convoy across the

Nubian desert back to Aswan's airport. Once more,

our convoy was alone on the road save for some trucks

transporting camels from Sudan to the market in
Aswan. Our faith in the safe driving habits of our

hosts was put to the test on this trip as the various bus

drivers jockeyed for position. Revenge came when we

caught up to the speeders at the police checkpoint and

discovered the main culprit had suffered several flat
tyres! Back in Cairo, we said our goodbyes to those of

the group that were returning to Toronto the follow-

ing day

November 16 — We left for the two hour drive to
Alexandria, passing through small towns along the
way. How different it was to the previous day!
Advertising signs lined a road inhabited by four-
wheeled vehicles, not four-legged animals, and we
truly entered the modern age as we passed onto our
first toll highway. Arriving in Alexandria, we head-
ed straight for the catacombs of Kom al-Shugafa.
The bodies had been lowered on ropes down a shaft,
this shaft was approximately 100 feet deep and sur-
rounded by a circular staircase leading to three lev-
els. The triclinium or dining room was close to the
stairs and for the benefit of those visiting their fam-
ily tombs. Beyond lay a variety of rock-cut cham-
bers of single or family proportions. Above ground
once more, we saw the remains of sarcophagi deco-
rated in a mixture of Greek, Roman and Egyptian
motifs, some wall paintings in a nearby tomb were
reminiscent of a style found at Fayyum. Nearby lie
the ruins of the Serapeum temple in which stands
Pompey's Pillar. Erected to honour the Emperor
Diocletian, popular myth would have us believe that
Pompey's head was buried beneath the pillar after

his murder. Made of red granite, the pillar stands
about 80 feet high amidst a mixture of statues from
various dynasties brought here as decoration by the
Romans. A large poinsettia tree flourished in the
gardens, serving as a quick reminder of the holiday
season a month hence. We left the ruins and crossed
town to our hotel, the bus weaving in and out of the
narrow back streets filled with vendors until we
finally emerged on the Corniche. Our hotel room
overlooked the gardens of the Montazah Palace and
the Mediterranean sea but the wind was so strong
we elected to enjoy the view through the windows.

November 17— We started the day at the Greco-
Roman Museum. A large spacious building, it houses

untold treasures, most of which suffer from inade-
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quate labelling. We visited two famous collections

there: the Greek and Roman coin collection was
opened for 15 minutes specifically for our group; the

other collection was the Tanagra statues, which to the
modern eye look like an ancient collection of Royal

Doulton figurines (no disrespect intended!). Leaving
for Quaitbay Fort on the eastern harbour, located
close to the site of the ancient Pharos lighthouse, we

are caught in the after-effects of a storm in the

Mediterranean. Pedestrians scurrying along the
waterfront were drenched by large waves that crashed

over the seawall. A few minutes later we were also

indeed royal. (I still dream of the necklace of white

rubies.) Ramadan started on November 16th. and
the bus driver and Ali are now ending our trips mid-
afternoon so they can be home in time for prayers and

to break their daylong fast.

November 18 — We set out for El Alamein. The

road is new, fast and with little traffic. We pass iso-
lated groups of buildings surrounded by walls and
guarded gates. These are, apparently, the summer
homes of the local nouveau riche. Not having been
here before, I didn't know what to expect and was

victims as we walked along the battlements and it was

a relief to gain the shelter of the adjoining building
which contained a small mosque. Built by Sheik

Quaitbay in the fifteenth century, recent excavations

around the fort have uncovered what are believed to
be remains of the Pharos lighthouse At the southern

end of the eastern harbour, ruins and statues have

been dated to the time of Cleopatra VII. The next
stop was the Fatma el Zahra palace where we saw

some of the family jewels of Mohammed Ali. The

palace itself was worth the visit for the architecture,
wall decorations and portraits and the jewellery was

looking for a plain dotted with rusting WW II
tanks. Unexpectedly, we stopped outside a low white
building. We had arrived at the Military Museum.
The museum is relatively new, the Egyptian govern-
ment had hoped to make it an international enter-
prise to attract tourists but funds were'not forth-
coming from the countries involved in the battles at
El Alamein, and the upkeep of some parts of the
museum seem to have suffered as a result. The
grounds contain all manner of military transport
and artillery but some knowledge of military histo-
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ry is needed to know what belonged to which coun-
try as everything was over-painted in a bland sand
colour. Inside we viewed the campaign maps and
passed through displays of the Allied, Italian and
German troops. There was also a section dedicated
to the Egyptian effort with a surprising emphasis on
the sacrifice and cost the Egyptians had undergone
while assisting the Allies. We exited into a courtyard
that displayed casts of the key personnel at El
Alamein, the lack of accuracy here was also disap-
pointing. We moved on to the German memorial,
a dark gloomy enclosure containing the names and
origin of their war dead. Bypassing the Italian
memorial, we drove back to the Commonwealth
memorial. Maintained by the War Graves
Commission, the individual plots are laid out in
orderly rows with the familiar white headstones. It
was incredibly sad to see thousands of these head-
stones marked with name, age, rank and outfit, the
average age seemed to range between eighteen and
twenty-one years. It was now mid-afternoon, our
driver had been fasting since dawn and would not
even accept water so we head back to Alexandria.

November 19 — Today we leave for Cairo, but before

we go, Ali has been persuaded to take us to the new

library of Alexandria. Since the official opening is
not until April 2002, we need special permission from

one of the government ministries. Built close to the
alleged site of the ancient library, the new library is

truly an international undertaking, the architects are
Norwegian and Egyptian and the construction engi-

neers from England and Egypt. The exterior of the

building is covered with words/signs from all over the
ancient and modern world. A covered walkway over-
head joins the library to the university, the walkway

ends overlooking the sea, a symbol of the spread of

knowledge to the world. Inside the building, old and
new have been blended in pleasing harmony. The

lotus blossom appears on the columns while the walk
are covered in copper, polished black granite from

Zimbabwe, and acoustical materials. Light wells are
used to avoid direct sunlight. Aware that the first two
libraries burnt to the ground, this library has three

fire curtains in the interior space to protect the grow-
ing international collection of documents. Leaving
reluctantly, we board the bus for Cairo. Six of the

group stay on for a few more days in Cairo but most
of us are heading for the airport and the long trip
home. We'll be back, Allah willing.

INQUIRY REGARDING ARCHAEOLOGY
AT MONTGOMERY LAKE

We have received a request from a woman doing research on family history. The family name is
Montgomery. Some Montgomerys settled at Montgomery Lake, in or near Camp Petawawa. The

OAS is sending her a copy of an article on the Montgomery Lake Site, printed in ONTARIO

ARCHAEOLOGY #9 -1966, written by Barry M. Mitchell, P. Butler, J. Ford and J. Lance. She
would also like information "of other archaeological work done at the Montgomery Lake Site possi-

bly around 1975 or elsewhere on the Canadian Forces Base in the area of the Plains or along the
Petawawa River." Can anyone help?

Replies can be made to :
Rev. Bettye Roberts

2015 Chemin St-Louis

Saint-Lazare, QC

J7T1Y2
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In the Valley of the Kings we found that entrances
have been built to all the tombs in a uniform style,
neat, clean, tidy, and completely out o'f character, as
are the tractor trains into the Valley from the bus
parking lot. We also found that the hot-air balloon
trips which entertained Valerie and Stew in 1991
have been such a success that at one time we count-
ed five balloons in the air. Further restoration has
been done at both Karnak and Luxor temples and at
the Ramaseum we encountered a French team of
archaeological conservationists restoring the
ancient colours on the columns. As in 1981, we
were besieged by vendors including "toddling girls
clutching home-made dolls for which they demand
'baksheesh' with incredible intensity" but this is
part of the experience. Unlike in 1991, the Tombs of
both Nefertiti and Tutankhamen are now open, but
the stark emptiness of the latter was almost an anti-
climax after seeing Dr. Ragab's reproduction of
Tutankhamen's tomb at his Pharoanic Village in
Cairo, furnished as Howard Carter found it in 1922.

A significant and enjoyable innovation of the 2001
trip compared with 1981 and 1991 was the five-
night adventure on the luxury cruise-vessel
Semiramis I from Luxor to Aswan. At Kom Ombo
in 1991 (where we had arrived by bus) we had
looked down at the Nile cruise-boats moored
almost at the temple's edge, and wondered what it
would be like to be aboard. Now we can tell you —
it was just great. In 1991 we commemorated the
eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh
month among the columns of Luxor; in 2001 in was
on the upper deck of our cruise-boat.

After racing in escorted convoy across the desert to
Abu Simbel we found brand new hotels (our group
was the only one at our hotel) built to encourage
overnight stays. And with good reason, the new
laser sound and light show must be the most spec-
tacular anywhere. The entire two mountains hous-
ing the Ramses II and Nefertari temples are used as
screens for the projection of huge images, enacting
the Battle of Kadesh, the journey of Ramses II to the
temple site, the saving of the temples from Lake
Nasser, and similar spectacles, all on a phenome-
nally gigantic scale.

We saw all the usual attractions which we had seen
before, and we paid a sentimental return visit to
Shepheard's Hotel (1991) (now thoroughly modern-
ized), but our attempt to reach the El Sheherazade
(1981) was frustrated by impossible traffic. This did
not prevent us from remembering those with

whom we travelled to Egypt previously, and we
put out a special thought for Estelle Boutilier, Betty
Cox, Ken Rouff, and Geoff Sutherland, sadly no
longer with us, as well as those others who trav-
elled with us previously but not this year.

In 1981 we found that to reach and see Alexandria
and return to Cairo in just one day was too exhaust-
ing. In 2001 we offered a three-night extension
there, to see not only the usual catacombs,
Pompey's Pillar, Quaitbay Fort and the Graeco-
Roman Museum (the second location where we
found Dr. Bruce G. Trigger's 1993 book "Ancient
Egypt in Context" for sale), but to add a pilgrimage
to the 1942 battle sites and memorials at El
Alamein. In addition, and unscheduled,
Alexandria entertained us for several days and
nights with a storm which impressively tested the
beach walls and imported vast amounts of
Mediterranean Sea onto Alexandria streets.
Alexandria's claim in ancient times to be the home
of the largest library in the ancient world will be
repeated anew on completion of what must be
already the most spectacular library building ever
conceived, and to which we were pleased to con-
tribute on completion of our tour of it.

Those of us at Shepheard's Hotel in 1991 were cap-
tivated by the piano entertainment. In 2001 we
found the piano still there, but no pianist. But in
our Royal Meridien we had a piano accompanied
by a flute. How startling to hear the two accom-
plished musicians charm us with "Time to Say
Goodbye" on our last night. How sad to realize
how appropriate this was. As I concluded in 1981,
the Egyptians have a quality we seem to have lost,
if it was ever ours. May Allah ever bless them.
John Robertson closed his account of his trip to
Egypt in 1991 with the words: "See everything else
in the world first and then come to Egypt because it
is the ultimate," and Valerie Sonstenes with:
"Another fantastic OAS trip draws to a close." We
can only agree that in these sentiments the 2001 trip
was the same as its predecessors.

For details of previous OAS trips to Egypt see: •

Arch Notes 81-5:13-21,
Arch Notes 82-1:10-11 (John Robertson)
Arch Notes 91-1:20-29 (Helen E. Devereux)
Arch Notes 91-2:30-33
Arch Notes 91-3:13 (Catherine Menet)
Arch Notes 92-1:31-34 (Valerie Sonstenes).
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because the tall cane would be a great hiding place
for terrorists..
The "Blue Skies" bus was our usual transport. It was
air-conditioned (needed), had back and front doors,
comfortable elevated seats for good viewing, and
room for all of us. We were pampered by taking a
large, four-decked cruise boat up the Nile from
Luxor to Aswan. It just quietly glided along allowing
us to drink coffee or beer on the flat top deck and
watch the green scenery drift by. Fishermen in little
wooden boats slapped the water with a palm branch
to direct the fish into their nets. Peaceful. We had a
ride on a Felucca, the popular Nile gaff-rigged sail
boats. Even with their clever high sails to collect the
soft breeze, we didn't get far very fast. We had a
horse-drawn buggy ride through the Luxor bazaar
market. The colours of textiles, brass, vegetables, and
herbs were breathtaking. And of course we rode a
camel! It was an exhilarating, hang-on-for-dear-life
kind of ride! Dismounting the camel, which goes
down on his front knees first, is, shall we say, awk-
ward ... the camels in Egypt don't spit or bite the
tourists as they are sedated — so the story goes. The
view from way up there is great. You've got to do it
at least once in your lifetime!

The people, especially the children, were very friend-
ly. "What is your name?" "Where are you from?"
"Canada" ... "Canada Dry" Globalization at work!

November is winter in Egypt — beautiful. Mist
clings to the cool ground in the morning, turning to
the clearest blue sky. Temperatures about 80 degrees
Fahrenheit — shorts, short sleeved shirt, and of
course Tiley hats (or knockoffs) were appropriate
attire. It's very dry so it is great for travel. The only
uncomfortable spot was in the stuffy, moist air at the
bottom of a tomb. Because of this the authorities
close some tombs for a period of time to restore the
air and to preserve the paintings,

There is a difference in the air pollution between
Canada and Egypt. Canada has a ton of floating
chemical sludge, whereas Egypt has fine gritty silt
from the desert. We all had to cough our way to the
first cup of coffee every morning. Some of the gang
suffered from colds (imported from Canada?). I at
least waited to be home before I got Tut's Tumrny.

The unbelievably beautiful landscape of Egypt is
divided into two different worlds by the Nile River.

One part is desert, mostly rolling flat wasteland,
especially the Sahara around Saqqara. But from the
2 1/2-hour bus ride travelling from Aswan to Abu
Simbel, through the Nubian desert that was a differ-
ent view. The colour was many patches of grey over
golden sand. The grey was created by small stones
and rocks scattered over the sand. There were weird,
dark grey rock formations. Some were pointed-hill
pyramid shapes, others were flat topped. The strong
winds of April denuded strata rock eons ago leaving
these strange shapes surrounded by dunes of sand
breaking the flat desert horizon.

The road to Abu Simbel was straight across the
desert. Yes, we did see lake mirages in the distance.
You could easily imagine palms and fishing boats
reflected on the water. The ride was not at all boring.
The road was newly surfaced, having been closed for
the past seven years to get this job done! We had a
police escort front and rear of our 16-bus convoy.
The bus drivers played tag - passing and re-passing
repeatedly. I may have kept the drivers awake but we,
on the other hand, were not rested. It was dangerous.

The other part, clearly marked irrigated land, is
green — real green. Date plams, sugar cane, egg-
plant, cabbages, alfalpha and many other kinds of
vegetation were growing in the rich soil. The rural
scenes just looked like Sunday school illustrations of
the Holy Land. The farmers wore long robes, most-
ly blue. They hoed their plots by hand, hand cast
seed, led goats, and carried produce to market on the
backs of donkeys.

The sun goes down extremely fast over flat land. The
low desert haze makes for spectacular sunsets. Palms,
vegetation, pyramids, and mud huts are silhouetted.
It is reminiscent of the smaltzy Victorian water-
colours of Egypt — they were accurate!

I haven't even mentioned the art yet! It is so unbe-
lievable, so incredible, so indescribable — it was out
of this world! The painted reliefs on white plaster in
the tombs described the lifestyle of the Pharaohs
that they wanted to continue in their after-life. The
drawings of animals, fish and birds are so lifelike that
they move ... even the drawing in the hieroglyphics
are sensitively individual. Yes, these sinuous expres-
sive sculpture lines will inspire my work.

Would I go to Egypt again You're dam right I
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THOUGHTS ON RECEIV ING
THE M A R G A R E T AND JAMES F .PENDERGAST AWARD

FOR AVOCATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY

Charles Garrad

On Wednesday October 17, 2001, at the monthly meeting of the Toronto Chapter of The Ontario
Archaeological Society, I was presented with the Margaret and James F. Pendergast Award for
Avocational Archaeology by Dr. Mima Kapches, representing the Canadian Archaeological Association. I
wish to thank the Canadian Archaeological Association for the recognition, Dr. Kapches for being a gra-
cious hostess, the then-anonymous nominator, and the Pendergast family for making this Award possi-
ble. The following is distilled from the remarks I made at the time.

Looking back, it was probably while visiting Frank Ridley in 1965 that I first became aware of the name
and work of Jim Pendergast. Frank showed me an article by Jim that he was reading. "Who is he ?" I
asked, pleased that another avocational had appeared on the archaeological scene. "He is in the army",
Frank replied, "must be in the artillery, his artifact lists look like artillery trajectory tables". I have
never forgotten such an odd description of an artifact list.

In the course of time my activities within The Ontario Archaeological Society (OAS) and in the Petun
homeland near Collingwood brought me to the attention of Dr. Norman Emerson at the University of
Toronto. Eventually we became friends enough that he invited me to his Saturday pottery labs and to
visit his home. In the early 1970s we began to form an idea that Norman would sponsor me for a
Canada Council grant to record everything I could about the Petun. During one of my visits to the
Emerson home I found Norman already engaged with a man I had not met before. To my surprise it
was Jim Pendergast. What the two of them were cooking up astounded me and far transcended the idea
of a grant to help me record the Petun. Jim was a serving army officer on leave, about to return to his
NATO posting in Europe on what I believe was to be his last army tour before retiring. He was to take
with him to Holland the rimsherds from the National Museum that William J. Wintemberg had exca-
vated from the Roebuck site, and there to analyze them in accordance with a system devised by
Norman. My reaction to this was mixed. I probably and momentarily wondered what kind of army
allows the transportation of archaeological artifacts as military baggage and their analysis on army
time. But more immediately and importantly I felt the realization that I stood on the threshold of a new
vision of cooperation within Ontario archaeology. Here was a National Museum collection being ana-
lyzed using a University of Toronto protocol (and for publication in the Mercury series) utilising the
expertise and ability of an avocational, Jim Pendergast. What was happening before my eyes as I saw it
was The Way It Should Be, but the key was not simply that Jim Pendergast, with his unique St.
Lawrence Iroquois specialisation, was the obvious man for the job, there was more to it than that. Jim
was not only mercifully free of the concept that professionals and avocationals were two inherently
opposed incompatible camps, but in his presence such antagonisms dissolved and the only issue became
the job at hand. Far from being a lonely not-entirely-accepted avocational on the fringe, he was already
a wholly-accepted competent scholar at the centre of the web. How he had accomplished this I am still
not sure. If he, as we all do, judged the scholarship of others, he did not allow his conclusions to degen-
erate into antagonisms. He closed no doors of communication to any one. As I came to know him better I
found no limit to his range of tolerance.

As I had listened to the Emerson-Pendergast plan for Roebuck rimsherds, so Jim listened to the
Emerson plan for my recording Petun sites. Then we went our separate ways, with no plan for future
contact. It was Jim who took the initiative. His publications started turning up at my address, followed
by invitations for the weekend once he was established at Merrickville in civilian life. His connection
with the National Museum led to his being our guide on a tour of the old Victoria Memorial building on
an OAS bus trip. Others trips followed in which Jim was involved, to the Roebuck and other area sites,
and to his excavations at the Maynard McKeown site. It was satisfying that one of my last projects for
the OAS was in connection with presenting Jim the J. Norman Emerson Silver Medal. This was more
than just a gesture, as it reincorporated Norman Emerson's presence into what had began as a three-
cornered relationship.
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